


SUPERCHARGED
Content Strategy 6 Month 

Plan Suggestion
This is just a general outline of everything we discussed on our  

content strategy call. Everything listed here is simply a suggestion
of a great place to start ramping up your content. It’s completely up to

you whether or not it fits in line with your plans. 

Content Goals
To spread awareness, boost engagement, and grow organic traffic. 

Content Plan
1. BLOGS

a. 2 posts per week for the first 1-2 months. Continuing on in this pattern 
works, but you could taper off to 1 post per week after getting the 
initial push done. Include 6 months of content with this and do the same 
format for iamsupercharged.com and kwanzajones.com. 

b. Topic planning is great to include and highly suggested. This helps find 
keywords to optimize the content. 

c. Consider using workshops and podcasts to guide blog content. 
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2. CASE STUDIES

a. Publish 3 case studies to have existing content on the site. 

b. After first step, publish 1 case study per month. Focus on success 
stories and other areas that would boost brand awareness. 

3. EBOOKS

a. 1st month create one that is an evergreen cornerstone piece focused 
on a specific area of your choice. Something that will answer a pain 
point of your target audience. 

b. Consider using this as a lead magnet on your site by offering a free 
download of this when signing up with an email address. This would help 
build your audience and lead to further communication opportunities. 

c. After 1st publish, focus on including an ebook on a quarterly basis.

4. EMAILS

a. This would be great to include 1-2 times a week. Check-in with your 
audience and promote general brand awareness. Focus on announcements 
with workshops, new blog posts, quizzes, etc. 

b. This ties into Ebooks well if using the Ebook as a lead magnet. 

5. INFOGRAPHICS

a. Publish 1 per month focused on pain points of audience. Could consider 
using them as a comprehensive guide to all workshops of that month 
(just a suggestion, though). 

b. Can send out in email as well to help boost site traffic. 

6. SOCIAL MEDIA

a. Suggestions pending until further insight received about current SM plans. 
However, daily posting is important as discussed (which you’re already 
doing, so yay!). 
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